Mapping Snap Bean Pod and Color Traits, in a Dry Bean × Snap Bean Recombinant Inbred Population
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ABSTRACT. Snap bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.) breeding programs are tasked with developing cultivars that meet the standards of the vegetable processing industry and ultimately that of the consumer, all the while matching or exceeding the field performance of existing cultivars. While traditional breeding methods have had a long history of meeting these requirements, genetic marker technology, combined with the knowledge of important quantitative trait loci (QTL), can accelerate breeding efforts. In contrast to dry bean, snap bean immature pods and seeds are consumed as a vegetable. Several pod traits are important in snap bean including: reduced pod wall fiber, absence of pod suture strings, and thickened, succulent pod walls. In addition, snap bean pods are selected for round pod cross section, and pods tend to be longer with cylindrical seed shape. Seed color is an important trait in snap bean, especially those used for processing, as processors prefer white-seeded cultivars. The objective of this study was to investigate the genetic control of traits important to snap bean producers and processors. RR6950, a small seeded brown indeterminate type IIIA dry bean accession, was crossed to the Oregon State University (OSU) breeding line OSU5446, a type I Blue Lake four-sieve breeding line to produce the RR138 F44 recombinant inbred (RI) mapping population. We evaluated the RR138 RI population for processing and morphological traits, especially those affecting pods. The RR138 population was genotyped with the BARCBean6K_3 Beadchip, and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were used to assemble a linkage map, and identify QTL for pod traits. The linkage map produced from this study contained 1689 SNPs across 1196cM. The map was populated with an average of one SNP per 1.4 cM, spanning 11 linkage groups. Seed and flower color genes B and P were located on Pv02 and Pv07, respectively. A QTL for string:pod length (PL) ratio was found on Pv02 controlling 32% of total genetic variation. QTL for a suite of important processing traits including pod wall fiber, pod height, pod width, and pod wall thickness were found clustering on Pv04 and controlled 21%, 26%, 18%, and 16% of genetic variation for each of these respective traits. A QTL for PL was found on Pv09 controlling 5% of genetic variation.

Snap bean or “green bean” is the vegetable form of common bean, and are harvested before seeds mature. Whole pods are prepared by cooking, or preserved by freezing or canning. Several pod traits are important in snap bean that differentiate them from dry bean. The most important traits in snap bean include reduced pod wall fiber, absence of pod suture strings, and thickened, succulent pod walls. Unlike dry bean pods, snap bean pods have been selected for round pod cross-section and long cylindrical seed shape.

During the first half of the 20th century, bean geneticists described several qualitative genes that affect pod shape and fiber. Tschermak (1916) followed by Lamprecht (1932, 1947) described Ea and Eb polymeric genes for pods with elliptical cross section vs. ea and eb that conditioned round pod cross section. The Ea and Eb allele series affect pod shape but are independent of pod wall fiber. In this same work, Lamprecht (1932, 1947) characterized pod wall fiber with Ffa conditioning a pod membrane and ffa showing a weak pod membrane. Fb and Fc were described as modifiers of Fa with the genotype fa fb fc having the least pod membrane. In dry pods of this allelic series, the triple recessive would show a wrinkled pod wall constricted around the seeds. The Fa-Fb-Fc series do not necessarily affect pod cross-section shape. Another polymeric set of genes (Lamprecht, 1932, 1947, 1961) include pod shape and fiber.
These traits associated are $I_a$ and $I_b$, which conditioned parchmented pods with elliptical cross section vs. $ia$ and $ib$ that produced round pods with weakly expressed parchment. The stringless gene ($St$) described by Prakken (1940) is unusual in that the recessive form expresses suture strings whereas the dominant allele conditions stringlessness. A second stringless gene ($Ts$ for temperature-dependent suture string formation) was described by Drijfhout (1978). He found that $St-tsts$ is without string, $St-Ts-$ expresses incomplete string, and $stststst$ have complete string. With the exception of $St$, none of these traits have been placed on a linkage map or have been characterized using modern molecular tools.

Seed color is an important trait in snap bean, especially those cultivars used for processing. Canners prefer white-seeded cultivars because the flavonoids present in colored seeds are water soluble and will discolor the liquor in canned green beans, or leave a colored ring where the testa is exposed in a cut bean in a frozen product (Myers and Baggett, 1999). Seed color specifications are less stringent for snap beans destined for fresh markets, and while the majority of cultivars used for fresh market have white seeds, some have colored seeds. The flavonoids that conditioning seed color have important effects on germination and emergence, resistance to pathogens, and human nutrition. White-seeded beans show reduced germination and emergence relative to their colored seeded counterparts (especially in cold and wet soils), which appears to be related to the antimicrobial properties of flavonoids (Cowan, 1999). The flavonoids in dry bean are strong antioxidants and their presence may be related to the anticarcinogenic properties of some dry bean types (Patterson et al., 2009).

Mapping phenotypic traits can give plant breeders important insight into the location of traits in a genome, which assists breeders in making targeted efforts to develop superior cultivars. Knowledge of important QTL for a given trait can help us to understand the magnitude of genetic factors and trait linkage. In addition to QTL discovery, mapping populations can serve to generate transgressive segregates. Transgressive segregates are progeny phenotypes that fall outside of parental means; these phenotypes can be very useful novel combinations of genetics that can surpass performance of parental types. We expected to see the occurrence of transgressive segregation in our study due to the nature of the inter gene pool cross used. Other evidence for transgressive segregation in interspecific crosses has been outlined in tomato [Solanum lycopersicum L. (deVicente and Tanksley, 1993)]. As those authors explain, if species carry a large frequency of complementary alleles, then crossing has the promise to create novel genotypes, including transgressive segregants. Transgressive segregation can result from complementary, additive gene action following recombination of genotypes that differ in the directionality of their antagonistic QTLs (Rieseberg et al., 2003).

Previous mapping efforts with snap bean have identified QTL for disease resistance and some pod traits. In one study, two QTL conditioning resistance to white mold in snap bean were mapped to PV06 and PV08 (Miklas et al., 2003). The QTL on PV06 was located in close proximity to the Ur-4 bean rust (Uromyces appendiculatus F. Strauss) resistance gene, and was associated with architectural disease avoidance. The QTL on PV08 was associated with increased internode length, which may prohibit use of this QTL (Miklas et al., 2003). In a wax snap bean x wild bean population characterized using restricted fragment length polymorphisms, pod wall fiber and suture string length cosegregated on Pv02 (Koinange et al., 1996). VandenLangenberg et al. (2012) identified QTL for pod sugar concentration, an important trait in the flavor and taste perception of snap bean. Other important snap bean pod traits such as pod wall thickness and pod cross-section shape remain to be mapped.

The objective of this study was to identify QTL associated with important processing traits in a dry bean $\times$ snap bean RI population. The work of Lamprecht and others implies that several of the pod traits are under relatively simple genetic control, but we employed a quantitative approach because we generally observed continuous distributions for phenotypic variation, and were unsuccessful in determining an objective way to distribute the RI population into discrete classes.

**Materials and Methods**

**Plant materials and trait phenotyping.** Common bean lines OSU5446 and RR6950 were selected as parents to cross and develop the RR138 RI mapping population. OSU5446 is a white-seeded bush blue lake four-sieve (80% 1–4 sieve size pods at optimum processing maturity) green bean breeding line with type I growth habit (Singh, 1981) suitable for commercial harvest and processing. RR6950 is a Mesoamerican small brown seeded accession with type IIIA growth habit [received from J.R. Baggett (ultimate origin is unknown)]. RR6950 is not well adapted to the Pacific Northwest but is an important source of resistance to Fusarium solani (Mart.) Sacc. f. sp. phaseoli (Burk.) W.C. Snyder & H.M. Hans. in our breeding program and has high levels of Aphomomes eutiches f. sp. phaseoli (Pfender and Hagedorn, 1982) root rot resistant important to midwestern snap bean production. While RR6950 is of definite race Mesoamerican origin, OSU5446 was derived from the cross of ‘Smilo’ $\times$ ‘OR91G’, and as a result is likely of mixed Mesoamerican and Andean origin. The RI population used in this project was originally created to study root rot resistance (Hagerty et al., 2015), but also segregates for a range of processing traits, including PL, pod width, pod height, wall fiber content, and pod suture strings. The details on the development of the RI population are reported in Hagerty et al. (2015); but briefly, RR6950 was crossed as the male to OSU5446 in 2003 to produce $F_2$ single plants of the RR138 population, which were advanced to the $F_3$ generation. In the $F_3$ generation, $\approx$ one-quarter of the single plant families homozygous for Fin (indeterminate vine habit) were discarded, and single plants with determinate growth habit (fin) were retained from segregating families. Single plant families homozygous for Fin were discarded because essentially all contemporary snap bean cultivars are determinate to facilitate mechanical harvest. The $F_{4.5}$ generations were advanced by randomly selecting a single plant from each family. In 2008, plants within each $F_5$ family were bulked. A total of 177 families were retained in the $F_5$ and subsequent generations.

With the exception of pod suture strings, measurements were taken in Summer 2010 on the $F_5$ generation from a field trial planted at the OSU Vegetable Research Farm in Corvallis (lat. 44.571°N, long. 123.243°W) on Chehalis silty clay loam soil. Plots were 3 m in length, planted in a single row with 33 seeds/m. A single border row on the north and south sides and 1.5 m end plots of OSU5446 were used to minimize edge effects. Ten pods, each from a different plant, were harvested at maturity comparable to commercial harvest from each plot. Ten
pods per genotype serve as technical replications. The first and last two plants in each plot were not used for data collection in an effort to minimize plot edge effects. Each harvested pod was then evaluated for processing traits of interest. QTL analysis was conducted using the averaged values from 10 pods.

PL was measured by gently flattening the pod against a metric ruler affixed to a clipboard; length was measured from the tip of the pod beak to the calyx attachment site. Pod height was measured from adaxial to abaxial suture and pod width was measured perpendicular to sutures, both height and width were measured using a digital caliper. Pod wall fiber was quantified by snapping the pod at the midpoint, and rating fiber strands protruding from the snapped pod on a 0–2 scale (0 = no visible fiber strands, 1 = some visible fiber strands, 2 = many visible fiber strands). Then using the snapped pod, a digital caliper was used to obtain pod wall thickness at the middle seed.

Because pod suture strings have previously been described as controlled by one or two genes (Drijfhout, 1978), strings were measured as a qualitative trait in 2010. When scored qualitatively, a deficit of stringless lines were observed and these data did not follow the expected 1:1 single gene segregation ratio ($\chi^2 = 110.8, P < 0.0001$) or a 1:3 two gene model with epistasis ($\chi^2 = 20.6, P < 0.0001$). Pod suture strings were rephenotyped as a quantitative trait in Spring 2013 on the F$_7$ generation in the greenhouse at OSU. Five seeds per line were planted in a 3.78-L pot containing commercial grade potting soil (Metro-Mix 840; SunGro Horticulture, Vancouver, BC, Canada) and thinned to three plants per pot. Supplemental plant nutrition was not used. The three most uniform pods per pot at maturity comparable to commercial harvest were gathered and total PL was measured by gently flattening the pod to a ruler attached to a clipboard. The three pods per genotype serve as technical replications, each of the three pods originated from the same pot, but different plants within the pot. To measure pod suture string length, strings were gently pulled from the calyx along the adaxial suture of the pod and detached string length was measured. String length was then calculated as a ratio of pod suture string length to total PL. Pod suture string ratio values were averaged across the three pods per line for QTL analysis. We chose to conduct analysis of suture strings as a ratio to PL so that suture string length was calibrated as a proportion of the variable PLs in the RR138 population.

Seed testa color of the RI population was phenotyped in Summer 2010 by sorting seed into three classes: white, dark brown with purple hue, and light brown with purple hue. Seed testa color of the parents was white for OSU5446 and light brown with a purple hue for RR6950, which would suggest that OSU5446 carried $pp$ and RR6950 carried $PP$. Because $p$ masks expression, it is not possible to know without a test cross what other seed testa color genes might be present in OSU5446. Flower color (white for OSU5446 and purple for RR6950) indicated the presence of $V$ in RR6950. RR6950 seed were shiny ($J$) and possessed a hilum ring ($D$). OSU5446 had shiny seed but $p$ masked hilum ring color. No segregation was observed for $J$ or $D$. Our working hypothesis based on knowledge of the parent’s seed and flower color, and segregation among families was that the genotype for OSU5446 was $ppV/bbggDDJJ$ and that for RR6950 was $PPV/bbggDDJJ$ (Prakken, 1972). Such a model specifies two genes with epistasis.

DNA isolation and genotyping. DNA was extracted from young trifoliate leaves in the F$_6$ generation during 2011 using a modified cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB) protocol modified from Miklas et al. (1993). This protocol involves grinding leaf samples in CTAB buffer solution, chloroform:isoamyl alcohol extraction, ammonium acetate solution wash, RNase treatment, and final DNA storage in Tris-EDTA (TE) buffer for molecular marker analysis. DNA was quantified using a spectrophotometer (NanoDrop ND-1000 ultraviolet-Vis; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA), diluted to a final concentration of 100 ng·μL$^{-1}$. Fifty microliters of DNA of each genotype was sent to the U.S. Department of Agriculture-Agricultural Research Service (USDA-ARS) Beltsville Agricultural Research Center (BARC) Laboratory, Beltsville, MD, where single nucleotide polymorphism analysis was run. The RR138 population was genotyped using the Illumina (San Diego, CA) BARCBean6K_3 Beadchip containing 5398 SNP markers. Access to the Illumina chip was provided through the Bean Coordinated Agriculture Project (Bean CAP, 2012). SNP genotyping was conducted at the USDA-ARS, Soybean Genomics and Improvement Laboratory, Beltsville, MD, on the Illumina platform following the Infinium HD Assay Ultra Protocol (Illumina). SNP allele calling was performed using the GenomeStudio Module v1.8.4 (Illumina). Additional SNP marker information can be found in Song et al. (2015).

Linkage map construction, QTL analysis and statistical analysis. A linkage map was constructed using Joinmap® 4 (Van Ooijen, 2013). Raw SNP data were manually inspected in Excel (Microsoft, Redmond, WA), and SNP data with no calls and SNPs monomorphic between parents were discarded.

Pod and seed phenotyping. Most pod traits showed about normal distribution (Fig. 1). Pod suture string length exhibited a bimodal distribution, with relatively few individuals that had very short strings (Fig. 1A). As expected, OSU5446 had low string:PL whereas RR6950 had high string:PL ratio. Total PL showed the greatest transgressive
significant. Both parents were quite similar in length (9.4 vs. 9.5 cm) but the progeny ranged from 5.5 to 12.0 cm (Fig. 1B). RR6950 had lower pod height and width compared with OSU5446. The progeny were about normally distributed (Fig. 1C and D). Pod wall thickness showed a skewed distribution with a long tail toward thicker pod walls (Fig. 1E). OSU5446 had thicker pod walls than did RR6950 although the difference was small. Both parents were similar in fiber rating (Fig. 1F), and transgressive segregation was observed among the progeny for this trait.

Pod length was positively and significantly correlated with pod width and pod height (Table 1). Pod wall thickness was positively correlated to pod width, but not pod height. Pod wall fiber was positively and moderately correlated with pod width but only weakly with pod height.

Seed testa color fit a 2:1:1 white: dark brown: light brown segregation ratio (\( \chi^2 = 2.18, P = 0.34 \)) compatible with the hypothesis that the parents differed at two loci, with one locus epistatic to the other. One locus was predicted to be \( P \) where colored vs. white seed segregated among lines. Within the colored class, a 1:1 segregation ratio of dark brown: light brown seed was observed, which suggested segregation at the \( B \) locus.

**Linkage mapping.** The linkage map was previously described by Hagerty et al. (2015), but briefly, of the 5398 bead-types, 2077 SNPs were polymorphic between the RR6950 and OSU5446 parents. SNP markers that did not appear to segregate in a 1:1 ratio (\( P < 0.05 \)) were excluded resulting in 1689 mapped SNP markers. The resulting linkage map produced from the RR138 population was 1196 cM in length with an average marker density of 1 SNP for every 1.4 cM, spanning across all 11 chromosomes. Although average density was 1.4 cM, distribution across the chromosomes was uneven with some gaps approaching 50 cM. A more extensive discussion of marker distribution and the potential reasons for gaps is presented in Hagerty et al. (2015). Only linkage groups where QTL were observed are presented here (Fig. 2).

The locus associated with light- vs. dark-brown seed color (\( B \)) was found at 144.9 cM on Pv02 and cosegregated with SNP ss715644998 (Fig. 2). White vs. colored seed (\( P \)) mapped to Pv07 at 52.0 cM.

**Quantitative trait loci.** A string:PL ratio QTL was found on Pv02 controlling 32% of total genetic variation (Table 2; Fig. 2). Although this QTL and \( B \) are in the same linkage group, they are only loosely linked with a distance of \( \approx 32 \) cM between them. QTL for pod wall fiber, pod height, pod width, and pod wall thickness clustered together on Pv04 and controlled 21%, 26%, 18%, and 16% of total genetic variation, respectively. The peak for pod wall fiber was much narrower than the others. Pod height and pod wall thickness had peaks that were intermediate in width whereas the peak for pod width was the broadest (Fig. 2). The latter QTL also had the lowest LOD (7.2) of the group. A QTL for PL was found on Pv09 controlling 5% of total genetic variation (Table 2; Fig. 2). This QTL (LOD = 4.0) was just above the LOD threshold of 3.9 for that trait.

In RI lines, the additive effect is defined as half of the difference between the parents (Cockerham, 1963). Three QTL in this study had negative additive effects, indicating that the higher values for pod suture string length, pod wall fiber, and pod height at these loci originate from RR6950 (Table 2). Three QTL in this study have positive additive effects, indicating that higher values for pod width, pod wall thickness, and PL were contributed by OSU5446.

**Discussion.**

Pod suture strings have been the subject of genetic analysis since the beginning of the 20th century (Currence, 1930; Drijfhout, 1970, 1978; Emerson, 1904; Prakken, 1940; Wellensiek, 1922). Different models of qualitative inheritance have been proposed by different researchers. The reason for so many different genetic models is probably because the expression of strings in the pod sutures is not clearly qualitative, which may be affected by genotype and possibly environment. There does appear to be more than one locus, [one of which is temperature sensitive (Drijfhout, 1970, 1978)] and the pod
suture string trait that is most widely used commercially is controlled by a single dominant gene (St). The quantitative nature of the trait can be observed in Fig. 1A where a number of intermediate individuals were observed. The apparent bimodal distribution observed in Fig. 1A would suggest relatively simple genetic control. Even with a bimodal distribution there is enough ambiguity in various length classes to prevent accurate classification as a qualitative trait and neither 1:1 or 1:3 (stringless:stringy) ratios fit the data. We chose to use the ratio of pod suture string length to total PL as a quantitative measure of pod suture string production to compensate for differences in PL found in this population. Our rationale was that two lines might have similar pod suture string lengths, but different PLs, and could potentially be classified differently when in fact they had the same genotype at the string locus. For example, for two lines, one with 6-cm pods and the other with 12-cm pods, a string length of 2 cm would be 33% and 17%, respectively, of total PL.
Table 2. Quantitative trait loci (QTL) for green bean processing traits detected in the OSU5446 x RR6950 snap bean recombinant inbred population grown near Corvallis, OR, in 2010.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trait:PL</th>
<th>QTL name</th>
<th>Linkage group</th>
<th>Position (cM)</th>
<th>LOD^</th>
<th>LOD threshold</th>
<th>Additive effect</th>
<th>R^2</th>
<th>Closest SNP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>String:PL</td>
<td>PST2.2</td>
<td>Pv02</td>
<td>109.2</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>−1.50</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>ss715647096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pod wall fiber</td>
<td>PWF4.1</td>
<td>Pv04</td>
<td>82.9</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>−0.33</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>ss715649259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pod height</td>
<td>PH4.1</td>
<td>Pv04</td>
<td>82.9</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>−0.54</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>ss715649259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pod width</td>
<td>PW4.1</td>
<td>Pv04</td>
<td>82.9</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>ss715649259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pod wall thickness</td>
<td>PWT4.1</td>
<td>Pv04</td>
<td>83.9</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>ss715649259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>PL9.1</td>
<td>Pv09</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>ss715647275</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1PST = pod suture strings; PWF = pod wall fiber; PH = pod height; PW = pod width; PWT = pod wall thickness; PL = pod length; LOD = logarithm of the odds; SNP = single nucleotide polymorphism.

The mapping of a QTL for string:PL produced a result similar to Koinange et al. (1996), who mapped strings as a qualitative trait (St) to Pv02. It is difficult to know if St of Koinange et al. (1996) and our QTL map to the same region because different marker technologies were used and these have not been integrated in a consensus map. Koinange et al. (1996) mapping population was derived from a wax snap bean × wild bean cross, and they also observed segregation for pod shatter that cosegregated with St. More recently, Giaio et al. (2013) identified PvIND, a P. vulgaris homologue of the Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heynh. INDEHISCENT gene and located it near St on Pv02. INDEHISCENT appears to reside within the QTL peak from our study (data not shown). Davis et al. (2006) located a QTL on Pv06 for strings in a snap × snap bean mapping population, suggesting that there may be additional loci for pod suture strings.

In addition to the difficulty in unambiguously classifying pod suture strings, there appeared to be a real deficit in the stringless class of progeny in the RI population. Others have observed similar deficits (Drijfhout, 1970, 1978). There are three possible explanations for this deficit in stringless phenotype: reduced fitness associated with the stringless allele, environmental conditions that favor pod suture fiber production in normally stringless progeny, and linkage to the Fin locus. Given the chromosomal locations of Fin and St, the latter hypothesis is not tenable. In snap peas, stringlessness is associated with reduced fitness (Myers et al., 2001) and we have noticed differences in disease susceptibility associated with fiber content in snap bean. On the other hand, a temperature sensitive gene controlling pod suture string suggests that environment can play a role in degree of string production (Drijfhout, 1970, 1978).

The length of the linkage map (1196 cM) produced with the RR138 population is comparable to lengths reported by others but with greater marker density than previous maps created with non-SNP molecular markers (GIS, 2015). For example, Freyre et al. (1998) reported a linkage map for a consensus map of common bean of 1226 cM.

In this RI population, we purposely selected against indeterminate growth habit that is controlled by the Fin locus. This made the population easier to manage, it eliminated any interactions that growth habit might have had with other traits, and it created a population that was more relevant to the commercial snap bean industry since indeterminate types cannot be mechanically harvested. One of the consequences of this deliberate selection in the RR138 population is linkage disequilibrium on Pv01 in the region surrounding the Fin locus. As such, we were unable to map the Fin locus in our study, but it has previously been mapped to Pv01 (Blair et al., 2006; McClean et al., 2002). Another consequence of selection for determinate growth habit is that an unknown number of genes in the region of Fin on Pv01 are represented only by the OSU5446 parent, and we may have missed mapping QTL that could be potentially located in that region.

In snap bean, pod wall fiber and pod suture fiber are separate traits, and there has been some question as to whether they are under independent genetic control. Our results would suggest that for these parents the two traits are independent because a QTL for pod suture strings was observed on Pv02 whereas a QTL for pod wall fiber appeared on Pv04. Paradoxically, the two parents had similar pod wall fiber ratings. We would have expected that pod walls of OSU5446 would have had less fiber than the walls of RR6950. The similarity in parents may have been the result of the scale employed. It was a 3-point scale and may have been too coarse to account for subtle differences in the parents. Another possibility has to do with the high frequency of reversions to high fiber pods that are observed in snap bean. These reversions occur spontaneously at rates of 0.5% to 2.25% (unpublished data), and it may have been that the OSU5446 parent used for phenotyping pod wall fiber was such a revertant.

Mcclean et al. (2002) used random amplified polymorphic DNA markers to map many of the color genes in common bean. Their results suggested that B mapped to Pv02, but they did not find a statistically significant LOD threshold for the trait. Our results corroborate their initial findings in assigning B to Pv02, although exact position cannot be compared because of differences in marker systems. Linkage between B and pod suture strings on Pv02 was previously reported in the pre-molecular marker era by Coyne (1967) and Lamparecht (1961). Our mapping studies corroborate this finding with a linkage distance of ≈32 cM.

The physical location of P based on our map is between the SNPs ss715649622 and ss715649327, which are at 11,251,772 and 11,388,741 base pairs (bp), respectively (see Song et al., 2015 supplemental files for physical location of SNPs). This falls within the rather broad range of 3.5 to 31.1 Mb identified by Reimprecht et al., (2013) for the location of P. Moghadam et al., (2014) recently suggested that the underlying sequence for P consists of two gene models (Phvul.007G171300 and Phvul.007G171400) corresponding to an A. thaliana basic helix-loop-helix sequence and encompassing a region from 40,383,553 to 40,397,270 bp. The ≈28 Mb difference in location corresponds to ≈17 cM in our map. The lack of congruency may be a result of P being located in a low-recombination region of the chromosome, which reduces the accuracy in establishing linkage distance and locus order, or there might be unusual markers present on our map that interfere with accurate map location.

With the exception of pod suture strings, the QTL in this study are novel and have not been previously identified. PL showed positive phenotypic correlation with pod width and pod height; however, PL was not genetically correlated because it was found on Pv09, whereas pod height and pod width were observed on Pv04. Therefore, if a larger or smaller sieve size bean is desired by a breeding program, this could be achieved independently of PL. While pod wall fiber was not genetically associated with pod suture strings, it was positively correlated phenotypically and genotypically with pod width and height. Of the three genetic systems describe by Lamprecht (1932, 1947, 1961) our data best fit that of Ia Ib where fiber and pod shape show a direct relationship. However, we found only one, instead of two loci as would be predicted by Lamprecht’s work.

The relationship between desirable processing traits is important to understand for breeding a commercially acceptable bean. The QTL cluster of pod wall thickness, pod height, pod width, and pod wall fiber in close proximity on Pv04 will be a useful chromosomal region for commercial breeders to target for efficiently selecting for new canning and freezing bush bean types. Given the proximity and correlation of these traits, we speculate QTL for pod wall thickness, pod width, pod height, and pod wall fiber are under similar genetic control, or are controlled by separate but linked genes. We favor the former hypothesis because changes in pod wall fiber can directly lead to differences in pod shape.

Based on the relatively few QTL that were identified for these traits, it is likely that gains would become rapidly fixed with little further gain from this cross. However, we would expect to see additional QTL from additional crossing with other germplasm, additional rounds of crossing with diverse parents could offer potential for additional gains.

In this study, we report novel QTL for PL, pod width, pod height, pod wall thickness, and pod wall fiber. We also confirm and further refine the map locations of P and B color genes and pod suture strings.

Because these QTL were identified using data from either a single field experiment or a single greenhouse experiment, they will need to be validated in other populations before they can be regarded with a high degree of confidence. Future studies will include linking validated QTL to selectable markers. Selectable markers for processing traits will aid in the efficiency of new cultivar development. QTL discovery and conformational studies of important traits are needed to help snap bean breeding programs produce cultivars that not only meet, but also exceed current levels of yield and stress tolerance.
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